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81. INTRODUCIJON 
EUCLIDEAN N-space EN is RN with the euclidean norm 11 11. A hurf space h is a set 
h = (x = {x,, . ..,x,)~E”:z(x)2c~R} 
for some linear function z: lR”+oB. A round ball is a set 
b=(xEEN: /Ix-yII<r) for somey6EN,r>0. 
Their boundaries are the hyperplane Jh and the round hypersphere Jb. 
We consider intersections of a given (always) compact and connected subset X c EN, 
with half spaces or round balls, and want them to be in some sense not more complicated 
than X itself. Recall the following definitions which express such conditions on X. 
Definition. The compact connected set X t EN is tight, (resp. i-tight) if, in Cech 
homology over Z, as coeficients, 
H,CX fl h)+H,(X) is injective (1.1) 
for all half spaces h and all j (resp. all j < i). For i = 0 this just means that X fl h is 
connected or equivalently that the (any) hyperplane ah, divides X in at most two connected 
pieces, the components of X\ah = {x E X: x $ah). This property, O-tightness of the set X, 
is also called the “two piece property”. 
For X to be l-tight means that moreover any non-bounding (shape of a) topological 
circle (9) in X fl h, is also non-bounding in X, and this for all h. In practice we only need 
to consider embedded circles and not the more complicated shapes. 
A half space h is called X-supporting in case X n h is non-empty and equal to X fl ah. 
The set X fl h is then called a topset of X if it is not equal to X. We recall, see [7], the 
easy 
Fundamental emma for tightness. If X is tight (resp. i-tight) then so is every topset X’ 
OfX. 
It is our aim.to study a stronger condition, called tautness, on sets in N-space, obtained 
by replacing in the definition half spaces h by round balls b (including half spaces). It is 
then natural to compact the space EN by one point CO, and give definitions that are invariant 
under the Moebius group of conformal transformations. This group is generated by the 
euclidean isometries of E”, the geometrical multiplications 
x-rAx~E~,% >O, 
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and the inversion 
The easiest definition of tautness is in terms of the round N-sphere model 
with 
ENIJ &SN= (x EEL+‘: )/x)1 = l} c EN+‘, (1.2) 
obtained by (stereographic) projection with centre 
e = (0, . . . ,o, l)ESN c RN+‘. 
For any half space h in EN+], call SN fl h a round bull in SN if it contains more than one point 
and not all of SN. 
Definition. A compact connected set X c SN c EN+ ’ is called taut (resp. i-taut) in case 
this subset of SN is tight (resp. i-tight) as subset of EN+‘. The definitions curry over to 
EN&c through the stereographic projection z -’ in (1.2). 
Such stereographic projections with variable point e c S3 will be used for N = 3, in 
order to deduce tautness properties from convexity arguments in E3. Observe that the 
closure in ENU co of the complement of a round ball of EN is now a round ball as well. 
We mention the 
More specific dejinition. The compact connected set X t ENU co = SN is taut (resp. 
i-taut) in case 
H,(X fl b)+H,(X) is injective (1.3) 
for all round balls b in SN, and all j (resp. all j < i). 
The point and the round spheres S’ in S N, for 1 < i G N, are called the trivial taut sets. 
Every O-taut set in S’ is clearly trivial. 
The intersection X’ = X fl b c SN is called a spherical top set in case it is not empty, 
not equal to X, but equal to X n 8b. We have the 
Fundamental lemma for tautness. If X c SN is taut (resp. i-taut), then so is any spherical 
top set X’ of X. 
This follows because any set X c SN c EN+’ is taut in SN, if it is tight in EN+‘. 
Remark. Many classical examples and models of tight submanifolds of euclidean space 
are taut as well. For example SO(n) c R”‘. See [q $7 for others. Tautness for manifolds 
in low dimensions was studied by Banchoff[l], Carter and West [3]; see also work of Cecil 
and Ryan[5] on tautness in hyperbolic space. These mathematicians also found that all 
isoparametric hypersurfaces in SN are taut[6]. 
Questions: Are all taut compact connected, ANR, subsets of SN manifolds? Are all taut 
submanifolds algebraic? We prove this for N < 3. 
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52. TAUTSETSINTHEPLANE.THJZCLASSJ.FICATION 
Next let the compact connected set X be a non-trivial O-taut set in S* c E3. Let U be a hole, 
that is a component of S*Ly, and choose e E U. Carry over by stereographic projection with 
centre e to a euclidean plane E* (orthogonal to the vector e), with m E E2 U co corresponding to 
e. The smallest round circle S’ in E* that has X in the closure of its interior meets X in a 
“spherical topset” X’ = X fl S’ = X fl db = X II b, for that round ball b which contains m( =e) 
and has boundary c5’b =S*. Being smallest his circle S’ contains at least two points of X. Then 
X’ must be the whole circle db, by the fundamental lemma for tautness. We call a compact 
connected set Xin E* c E* U co = S* obtained from a round ball b, by deleting disjoint interiors 
of k G o round balls inside 6, a Swiss cheese and if these round interiors are everywhere dense 
in b, a limit Swiss cheese. Then we have the first part (due to Banchoff) of 
THEOREM 1. A non-trivial compact connected set X in E* c E2 U co = S2 is O-taut (i.e. 
meets round balls in connected sets) IX it is a Swiss cheese. It is taut ty it is a limit Swiss 
cheese. Observe that taut and I-taut are equivalent properties in S2. The last part follows 
from the 
LEMMA 1 on interior points. If X c SN is taut and has an interior point, then X = SN. 
Proof With any interior point e E X # SN there is a round ball b’ c X containing e. Let b 
be the other round ball with the same boundary c?b = db’, b # 6’. The n - l-sphere c?b c X n 
b does not bound in X n b, but it does in X, contradicting tautness. 
We leave the proof of tautness for a (limit) Swiss cheese to the reader. Observe that 
the homology group H, is not finitely generated for a limit Swiss cheese. 
53. CYCLIDESURFACESANDSOLIDS.MAINTHEOREMS 
Consider the circle 
A non-singular cyclide surface of Dupin C is any conformal transform in S3 of T c S3 C E4, 
where T is defined as the metric product space, 
T=S,1xSg’cE2xE2=E4,a2+~2=1,a2j?>0. (3.1) 
It has equations x,* + x2* - a2 = x32 + x42 - /?* = 0 and lies in 
ST x,2 + x,2 + x,2 + x,z = JIX II2 = 1. 
The (only) conformal or Moebius invariant is a/B 2 1. A model in E3 is the standard torus 
embedding (see Fig. la) with equation 
T,= {x = (+,x2,x3): (u - a - 1)2 + x32 = 1, u = J{xr’+ x2’}, a > 0. (3.2) 
We now prove tautness of T, as follows. Let m = (m,, m,, m3) be the centre of any round 
sphere in E3. After rotation about the x,-axis we may assume m2 = 0. The restriction of 
the distance square function I/x -m I)* to T, has then for m, # 0 all critical points in the 
plane x2 = 0, and there are exactly four critical points, the minimal number possible. From 
the geometry of the levels of this function on T, (see Fig. la) tautness ((1.3)) follows by 
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examining round balls b with equation 
11 x - m 11 s t or (I x - m /I 3 t, t > 0 
for which the homology of T,fl b can be seen completely. 
The closure of the interior in EZ of the surface T, will be called the solid non-singular 
cyclide of Dupin or solid cyclide of type I: 
c; (x: (24 - a - 1)2 + x32 < 1, u = J<x,’ + x*2)>, 
with conformal invariant a > 0, see Fig. l(a). 
This solid cyclide is not taut because it has interior points (Lemma 2). However the 
intersections with round balls have again very simple homology and it is easy to check 
l-tautness. 
For u = 0 we get the solid singular cyclide of Dupin or solid cyclide of type II, see Fig. 
l(b). This space X has a singularity at x = 0. It has H,(X) = 0, is O-taut, but clearly not 
l-taut as some round balls b give intersections X n b with H,(X fl b) # 0. By inversion 
(O+co, cc -0) we get as model the closed exterior (including co) of a round cylinder as 
in Fig. l(c). 
The closure (in S3) of the complement is called a solid cyclide of type III. In Fig. l(c) 
we have the model as the closed interior of a round cylinder in E3. The point 00 should 
be included. This solid is not taut because it has interior points. However l-tautness is 
clear. In Fig. l(d) we show a bounded model of this solid in E3, obtained by a suitable 
inversion from the model in Fig. l(c). 
If we proceed to delete from S3 the disjoint interior of round balls, and of solid cyclides 
of type I or II, one at a time, then we create for the remaining part X each time at most 
one new extra generator in homology H, and none in Ho and at most the same for X fJ b 
for any round ball b. We can see this as before by the geometrical consideration in E3 of 
a distance function to a point m E ES, restricted to X. The remaining set after such a process 
is therefore l-taut. It is taut if the remaining set has no interior points. We now formulate 
our main theorems, which we will prove in $4-7. 
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THEOREM 2. The compact connected ANR subset X c S3 of the round 3-sphere is l-taut 
tf and only tf it is obtainedfrom S3 by deleting a finite number of disjoint interiors of round 
balls and solid cyclides of Dupin of types I and II, or tf it is trivially taut. 
THEOREM 3. The compact connected ANR subset X c S3 of the round 3-sphere is taut, 
if and only if it is trivially taut or if it is a cyclide surface of Dupin. 
fj4. IF A HOLE U Is NOT AN OPEN ROUND BALL, THEN IT IS A 
“PERIODIC ROUND BALL CHANNEL INTERIOR” 
From now on X c S3 is a compact, connected ANR, and l-taut, and U, a hole, is a 
component of the complement S3\X. We prove the statement in the title of this section 
as a consequence of Lemmas 14. Every spherical top set X’ = X n b = X fl ab is itself 
l-taut by the fundamental emma on tautness. So if not trivial it is a limit Swiss cheese 
by Theorem 1. In a limit Swiss cheese X’ there are points any (round-ball)-neighborhood 
of which has infinitely generated homology inside H,(X). By l-tautness this is injected in 
H,(X). But an absolute neighborhood retract X is locally contractible: every neighborhood 
V of a point x EX, contains a neighborhood U, x E U c V cX, which is contractible in 
Y [2]. This gives a contradiction, and: 
LEMMA 1. Every spherical topset X’ = X n b of the l-taut ANR set is trivially taut: It 
‘is a point, or a round circle S’, or all of S2. 
Next let the hole U not be an open round ball. Then we prove 
LEMMA 2. For any point e E U there is at least one configuration (6, D, f) with the 
following properties. The round ball b supports X in the round circle 5 - X /7 b, a spherical 
topset that carries an essential 1 -cycle of X. The boundary, the sphere db, passes through e. 
The compact wo-disc in 6’b which contains e, and has the circle E as boundary, is denoted D. 
Then 
l=aDcDcabcb. 
Proof. Take e = co in a model S3 = E3 U 00. Let 6’ be the ball in E3 with the smallest 
diameter that contains X. Then if X - X fl db’ would consist of one point p only, we could 
translate the ball b’ suitably in E3 to get X inside its interior, and a smaller round ball 
containing X would exist. The set X’ = X fl ab’ which thus contains at least two points, 
is a spherical topset with respect to the supporting complementary round ball b” that has 
the same boundary ab” = ab’, b” # b’. If X’ were a two sphere, then U would be a ball, 
against our assumption. So by Lemma 1, the set X’ is a round circle. It carries an essential 
l-cycle of X by l-tautness. If now all ordinary topsets h fl X = ah fl X # 8 (for a supporting 
half space h) of X in E3 are convex sets, hence points, then the boundary (a) of the convex 
hull (.%), a&X of X, is contained in X, and the l-cycle X’ c a.%‘X bounds in a#‘X c X 
hence in X, a contradiction to l-tautness (which implies tightness for X c E3). So some 
ordinary topset X fl h = X fI ah is not a point and therefore (being also a spherical topset) 
it is a round circle 5. The supporting half space h c E3 determines the required 
X-supporting round ball b = h U 00, with 
t=xnb=xnab,e=cOEab, 
and a unique disc D c ab, containing e, with boundary {, to complete the configuration 
(b, D, 5). 
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LEMMA 3. Let be given e,c U and a configuration (b,, D,, c$) as in Lenima 2. For some 
neighborhood N(<,) of &, in S, there exists some round ball neighborhood N(e,) in U and 
for every e EN(e,) a unique conjiguration (b, D, e), such that the open two-dies fi cover N(e,) 
and form a foliation of a part of U that contains N(e,). The round circles 5 = JD are all 
contained in N(&,) (3 X. 
Proof and construction. Choose a euclidean model by taking e, = cc c S3 = E3 U co. 
Let g, be the identity map in the Moebius group G of conformal transformations of S3. 
Choose small concentric balls b, c b, c b3 around the centre of the round circle 5, in E3, 
see Fig. 2. Choose also a small neighborhood N(g,) of g, 
neighborhood N,(<,) of 5,, such that 
N,(<,) = [closure NdLJl = N(L). 
By continuity and compactness we can assume these choices 
g E N(g,): 
6) b,n X = $1 b2 n g(g) = $I, b, n a.@‘g(X) 
in G, as well as an open 
such that moreover for all 
(ii) gN,(&) = W$J, g-‘W,(&)) = N(&J, 
and 
(iii) if the half space h satisfies 
then 
b,nh #8, g(X)ni=@, 
g(X) f~ h = N,(&). 
For any g E N&J we take a point x in the interior of b, fl a&‘g(X). In our euclidean space 
E3, the point x lies not in g(X), hence it lies, if b3 is sufficiently small, in a unique euclidean 
topset plane, 8b’ of a supporting half space b’ which meets g(X) in a unique topset circle 
5’ = dbb’ ft g(X), bounding a disc D’ c db’ containing e, E D’. Then we obtain a unique 
quadruple (6, ab, C, D) such that 
6’ = g(b), ab’ = g(db), 5’ = g(t), D’ = g(D). 
Take any open round ball neighborhood N’(eJ of e, inside the set 
k-‘(4: g E N(g,Ji 
Fig. 2. 
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Then if e E N’(e,) and if g is such that e0 = g(e), g E N(g,), we have found the desired unique 
configuration (6, D, 0, e ED c ab c b. 
Now suppose g and g’ are both in N(g,) and that they give the same point 
e = g-‘(e,) = (g’)-‘(e,). 
Then g(X) is obtained from g’(X) by a similarity transformation of E3, as 1 = go(g)-’ 
sends e, = cc onto itself. Our unique construction of the topsets g’(<‘) and g(c) are in 
terms of affine geometry and so the results differ only by this similarity. Therefore 
qg’(t’) = g(l), qg’(D’) = g(D) and qg’(b’) = g(b). Consequently (b’, D’, r’) = (6, D, 5). 
The conjiguration depends therefore only on e and is unique. 
If the solutions, configurations (6, D, 5) and (b’, D’, 5’) for e and e’ in N(e,), have the 
property that e’E D, then (b, D, 0 solves the construction problem for e’ as well as for 
e, and so it is the unique solution for e’EN’(e,) n D. 
Let C(D) be that component of N’(e,)\D which either contains or is contained in 
N’(e,) n 6,. The discs D, one for each point e EN’(e,), can be ordered by the inclusion of 
their open topological 3-balls C(D). As we deal with round discs on round spheres in S3, 
a disc near to e, will intersect he round sphere H’(e,) in a circle near to alv’(e,) fl D,. Such 
discs near to e, can then be parametrized by a real parameter s for the intersection with 
a smooth arc e, = e(s) transversal to D, at e,, which must be also transversal to nearby 
discs D, at the intersection points e,. The same parameter also parametrizes one to one 
the corresponding X-supporting balls 6, and spheres ab,, for all e in a small round 
neighborhood of e,, N(e,) c N’(e,). 
Next we prove that the large discs 8 for e and 8, for e, have no point in common. 
Suppose e = e, E N(e,) fl b,, e > 0. Choose again the model with e, = 03 and let the plane 
ab, c E3 U co be “horizontal”, let 6,, be the upper half space above that plane, let &, be 
the spherical topset in ab,, 8, the part of ab, outside &, in this plane, see Fig. 3(a). The 
interior 6” of the X-supporting ball b has no point in common with r nor with &,, but it 
cannot lie inside b, as b as well as 6, supports X in a circle, [ and ,$,, respectively. Then 
6 must “escape” from ab, through the open plane disc bounded by 5,. We can distinguish 
three cases (Q), (8) and (y) as follows. 
(a) The sphere ab contains 5,,, hence 5 = &,, the set &\6 is foliated by the round discs 
(a) 
Fig. 3. 
(b) 
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D, and spheres ab, that all pass through tl,, for 0 < s < 6. This case occurs for example if 
the set X is one round circle &,. 
(8) The sphere ab is tangent to 5, in one point q. In that case 5 = 5, and &,, as well 
as 5, for 0 < s G E must be tangent, to each other at q as 5, c X has no point above the 
horizontal plane c3bb,. This case is seen to happen in Fig. 1 (d). 
(y) The ball b has no point in common with &,, 5 lies under the horizontal plane ab,. 
This case is suggested in Fig. 3(a) (where e, = co) and in Fig. 3(b) (where e, # co). In all 
cases it is clear that D fl8, = 0. 
More generally we find for any point e = e,E U, a disc D, as before, a Do-transversal 
smooth arc e, for s E Z = {I : -c G t < E}, a one-parameter family of mutually disjoint open 
round spherical discs 8,. We can choose a continuous family s EZ of nonzero vectors o, 
at e, tangent to 4. Then there is a unique conformal (Moebius) oriented transformation 
of the unit disc 9 = {r; \z I< l> in C, onto D,, which carries 0 EC onto e, and the real vector 
with direction 1 at OE @ onto a positive multiple of a,. As the circles 5, = aD, depend 
continuously on s EZ with respect to the Hausdorff distance between these circles, we 
obtain a one to one continuous map, an imbedding, 
This imbedding determines the required foliation of its image in U c S3. The image covers 
some small round ball iV(e,) t N’(e,J. The proof of Lemma 3 is now complete. 
The imbedding cp extends to a continuous map Cp: $2 < Z - S3 whose restriction 
ap: a9 x z+au c x 
maps unit circles 89 x s onto round circles 5,. 
Referring to the cases (a), (/I) and (y), we observe that Z can contain subintervals I’, 
with disjoint interiors, for each of which we can assume either (a): The restriction 
cp,: 859 x Z’-+aU is a submersion onto one circle 5, c X c S3, or (/I): It is the composition 
of a pinching 
a9 x zt-+a9 x zyq x I’, q Gag, 
and an imbedding of the quotient space 
a9 x zflq x z+au. 
In the remaining intervals Z” of Z we have a cylinder imbedding 
a9 x p+au c s3. 
In order to proceed we take a model X c S3 c E4 in a unit sphere S3 in euclidean four space 
and consider there the above imbedding 
$0:9xr~ u, = v*Jl* c u. 
The boundary of U, is D_, U D, U A, where A, = U stl [, c W c X, is a union of round 
circles 5,. 
We now discuss a new choice of parameter to distinguish the configurations (b,, c,, D,,). 
Let m,E 6, be the center of the round ball b, in S3. From elementary Moebius geometry 
inside S3 we see that the set db, fl ab, +6 is non-empty for small 6 > 0. It is a round circle 
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which for 6 +O converges to r,. The great circle from m, to mr+6 # m, converges for 6 +O 
to that circle <: in which all great 2-spheres in S3, that are orthogonal to t,, meet. 
The tangent to 5: at m, is also a tangent of {m,> which is then a Cl-differentiable 
immersed arc. From now on we take its arclength as new parameter s. 
Next we consider the upper bound s, of the set of values s for which the immersion 
43 x ([O, s])+ u, c s3 (4.1) 
can be extended. If s,, < co then &, = lim,,,. 5, must be a point, as otherwise we could 
extend a little further by Lemma 3. 
But if t,, is a point, then c, can be contracted inside AO,,J to that point, and <, is not 
an essential -cycle in X. This contradicts l-tautness. As there is also no lower bound for 
extension we conclude to an immersion 
The point e,o U can be connected by a smooth arc to any point e E U and our extension 
follows any such arc. Therefore cp is onto U and cp is also seen to be a covering. As 6 x R 
is an open 3-ball it is a universal covering of U. The restriction cp I& x [0, E] is an imbedding 
into U. There is a fundamental domain 9 in 9 x R, which contains 5% x [0, e] and is 
bounded by 6 x 0 and some disjoint other images g@ x BB) under elemenis g of. the 
fundamental group of U. Each of these images is an open disc which is closed in 9 x R 
and divides 9 x BB in two topological balls. The largest such ball inside Q0 x (0, co), but 
different from it, is defined by an element g which must be generating the fundamental 
group. So the fundamental group of U is Z and we have the covering map 
cp: 5% x rib@ x R)/E = u. 
Let s, > 0 be the upper bound of all s for which (o)( $% x [0, s]) 
is an imbedding. Then there must be points q and r E 4 such that 
The round spherical discs 8, and 8, must be tangent to each other at this point (p(q, 0). 
Also the round balls b, and bsO must be tangent to each other at this point and therefore, 
as U lies on one and the same side of 8, and 8,, 
With the model where cp(q, 0) = e = 00, in which 6”, is a half space in E’ we conclude that 
the balls must be the same: 
consequently U = (~(9 x R) is foliated by the open discs cp(& x s) with period s,. Also 
the hole U is filled by the X-supporting round balls 6, and is therefore a periodic round 
ball channel interior in S’. 
We summarize our conclusions so far in 
LEMMA 4. IfU is a component of S3W, a hole for a compact connected l-taut ANR set 
X c S3, then U is an open round ball or a “periodic round ball channel interior” in S3. 
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$5. THE SET S’\ U HAS AN INTERIOR POINT 
We now assume that the circle 5, is not constant in I, and in particular 5, # 5, for some 
E > 0. We use Fig. 3(a) with (b, D, [) = (b,, D,, [,), and choose a new euclidean model 
S3 = E3 U co by taking for cc a point e’ in db, fl ab,, but not in 5, U 5,. In that euclidean 
model (see Fig. 4) the balls 6, and b, are X-supporting half spaces. The circles E, and [, 
divide the hole-boundary dU in two parts, aU, union of circles <,, 0 c t < 6, and aUUO 
union of circles <,, E < t < s,. The circles r, = X fl b,, 0 < f < 6, are all on the convex envelop 
aX(_Y) and they fill together with the round discs X(5,) and #(<,), that convex surface 
axyx). 
For some intermediate value 0 -C r < 6 the circle 5, = X fl b, lies in a sphere db, which 
contains’, in the closure of its interior in E3, 5, and <,, hence the convex hull X(5, U 5,). 
In the euclidean 3-space E3 we then see that the convex sets X(5, U 5,) and H(X) are 
different so that their difference 
has interior points. 
The point set cXJ,~ connects & to .& by a “tube” in the interior of the convex ball 
%‘_Y. Suppose some point q E dUuO lies outside 2(<, U 53: 
Then there exists a half space h such that 
where for some a 
and for some /I 
That p = q is not a priori excluded. 
, I 
Xnh 
Fig. 4. 
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We then find three curve segments: 
‘1, outside h from p to q; 
Q inside U fl Z(X) from q to the center r of the circle &,; and 
Q outside X(X) from T to p. 
These form together an embedded circle q which has no point in common with X n h. We 
conclude that although the pair of circles &, U 5, is homologous (mod Z,) to zero (in 8U) 
in X, it is not in h nX which is contained in S3\q, as 5, is linked (once) with q and <, is 
not. This contradicts l-tautness of X. 
Consequently there is no point q E cXJ,~ outside X(&, U 5,). Then U fl H(X) has no 
point outside Z(<, U t,). Therefore the non-empty interior of H(X)\X’(S, U 5,) contains 
no point of S3\,U. We conclude 
LEMMA 5. If the circle 5, is not constant, then S3\U has interior points. 
w. PROOF OF THEOREM 2 CONCERNING l-TAUT SETS IN S” 
With all earlier assumptions on X and U, this hole U is not a round ball, and its closure 
0 is different from S3 by Lemma 5. We now study U and 0. 
LEMMA 6. If a O-supporting round baN supports 0 in more than one point, then it 
supports it in a round circle. 
Proof: Choose a euclidean model so that 0 c ES c E3 U co = S3. Take in E3 a smallest 
round ball b’ which contains 0. Then V’ = ab’ flu contains at least two points. As 
v’ # 8b’ by our assumptions on U, we can take a point e gab’, e E V’, as point e = cc in 
another euclidean model S3 = E3 U co. Then 0 is bounded in E3 as before, and V’ is a 
bounded set in the plane ab’. Its convex hull &‘V’ has boundary 82’V’. 
We now make the assumption: 
*) 8% V’ is not a round circle. 
Let 5’ be the boundary of the smallest round ball in the euclidean plane 8b’ which 
contains V’. 5 ’ meets I” in at least two points. After a small suitable perturbation we find 
another circle r c ab’, which meets V’ in a disconnected set and we find points say pi and 
p; in different components (Fig. 5a). With another choice of euclidean model we can 
moreover assume t to be a straight line in the plane 8b’ of I” (see Fig. 5b). In the new 
euclidean model space we move the supporting half space 6’ slightly. We can do this such 
that we obtain a O-supporting half space b” supporting the closure 0 of the hole U in 
two disjoint sets W,, near p: and W, near pi. We choose a point pO in W, and a point ps 
in W, as suggested in Fig. 5(c). 
While keeping the same model space we use our old notations for the round ball 
channel U = U&Of, cTU - U,&, t mod s,,. We assume p,~ <, c ab, c b,. We denote 
b” = S3\bon. As the interior g0 c U c b’” has no point in common with the o-supporting 
half space b”, and as U # 6”‘, the ball b, touches the half space b” in exactly one point, 
namely 
pO = b, n b”. 
Consequently pseab” is not in b,, and we can assume that the symbol /3 is a number /I # 0 
such that 
Next let 0 < a < /3 < y < s, be chosen such that b, and b, are both in the interior of b’“. 
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Fig. 5. 
If a (resp. y) would not exist then p. and ps could be connected by the following connected 
set in db”: (b,fl b” for 0 < t G j? (resp. for /I G t < s,)]. This however contradicts W, and 
W, being disjoint. 
In the interior of 6”’ (suggested as a round ball in Fig. 5d) a round ball b + can be found 
such that 
but 
po#b*, p&b*. 
The union of the two circles, <, U (,,, is clearly homologous (mod Z2) to zero inside 8 U c X. 
But not so inside b # n X, as 5, is linked by an arc q, connecting p. and ps inside U, G t G *b,O, 
and 5, is not linked by ‘I. This contradicts l-tautness and our assumption *) is therefore 
false. We conclude that cY&‘V’ is a round circle, which is then contained in the plane set 
V/C au c x. 
For every point p E~Z’V’ in the plane ab’ there is a unique round ball b, tangent to 
the plane ab’ at the point p, for a unique parameter value of t mod s,. Vice versa, the ball 
6, also determines the point db’ fl b, = p now denoted asp,. Thus we are led to a continuous 
one to one map between circles, namely from a&‘V’ into the parameter space t mod s,. 
This map is therefore a homeomorphism between topological circles. Then 0 = U,b, meets 
the plane ab’ exactly in the circle c?X’V = V’, as claimed in Lemma 6. 
Let ab+ be the smallest O-circumscribed round sphere. It meets it in a round circle 
by Lemma 6. It clearly also meets the u-supporting plane ab’. We take an intersection 
point e E ab : n ab’ as point cc for another new model space S3 = E3 U co. Then ab’ and 
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ab+ are planes and the balls b, meet each of these planes in the points of a round circle. 
Let us first consider the case that c?b’ and c%+ have only one (tangent-) point in common. 
With this point at 00, the planes ab’ and ab + are parallel in E3, say at distance 2. We have 
to consider all round balls tangent to both planes, touching one of them in a round circle 
of radius r. If r > 1 we get a Dupin solid hole of type I. If r = 1 we get a Dupin solid hole 
of type II. If r < 1 the balls cut out a hole U in which the balls are not tangent to XJ along 
whole circles. So this must be excluded. 
If the planes &’ and db’ are not parallel, then they meet in a line 1. If the circle where 
the balls b touch the plane ab’ does not meet 1, then the union of all such balls b is again 
a Dupin solid hole of type I or II, depending on the center and radius of the circle as can be 
found by calculation. If the circle meets I, the balls do not produce a periodic round ball 
channel hence no suitable hole. So any hole is the interior of a round hole or of a Dupin solid 
of type I or II. 
As X is an ANR it is obtained from S3 by deleting a finite number of disjoint holes 
that are interiors of round balls or of Dupin solids of type I or II, and Theorem 2 is proved. 
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If X # S3, X # S’, is taut, then X has no inferior points by Lemma 1. Being l-taut it 
is obtained from S3 by deleting a finite number, say k, disjoint interiors of round balls and 
of Dupin solids of type I and II. Call these holes U,, . . . , U,. Their boundaries X7, are real 
algebraic varieties and so is their union which is contained in X: 
au,u.. . u au, c x. 
By tautness X has no interior points and therefore 
au,u... uau,=x. 
Take a non-singular point of X. Some neighborhood in X of that point is a surface 
contained in two boundaries. By analyticity, these two surfaces must coincide completely: 
au, = au, and k = 2. 
If U, is a round ball interior then so is U,. If U, is a Dupin solid of type I, then so is U,, 
and X is a non-singular Dupin surface. If U, is a Dupin solid of type I, then U, is a Dupin 
solid of type II which is excluded by l-tautness by Theorem 2. This completes the proof 
of Theorem 3: X is a Dupin cyclide surface if not trivially taut, a point, a circle, a round 
2-sphere or S3. 
Remark. By pushing our methods a little further we can also determine all compact 
connected O-taut ANR sets X. We mention the conclusion without proof. Such a set X 
is obtained from S3 by deleting a finite number of disjoint holes U of the following kind. 
A hole U is the interior of a round ball channel system. It is a union of say k > 0 round 
ball interiors, and connecting round ball channel interiors, which may be periodic (k = 0), 
or may end with the generating ball b, converging to one point, a “vertex” P,, E dU. Each 
connecting channel departs from its initial round ball b, through a round disc of a Swiss 
cheese in ab,, and analogously at an end round ball. The boundary of U is not necessarily 
smooth, but it is a union of round circles and Swiss cheeses. Half-spheres are examples 
of Swiss cheeses. 
In dimension n 2 3, the boundary dU of such a round ball channel system interior U, 
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is a conformally flat hypersurface outside vertices. For n > 5 all cbmpact smooth 
conformally flat hypersurfaces in S" + ’ are roughly(!) obtained in this way. See forthcoming 
work by M. DoCarmo, M. Dajzer and F. Mercury (Impa, Rio de Janeiro) and U. Pinkall 
(University Fryburg, Germany). •l 
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